organized dorm CHECKLIST

- under bed storage
  - under bed drawer
  - under bed box
  - bed risers

- desktop organization
  - paper drawer
  - file sorter
  - desktop organizers
  - desk lamp

- laundry hamper/basket
  - cotton laundry bag
  - laundry basket

- folding shelves
  - folding hutch
  - stackable folding bookcase

- shower tote/caddy
  - shower tote
  - toiletry organizer

- hanging closet organizers
  - dublet closet rod expander
  - canvas hanging organizers
  - linen hanging organizers

- makeup organizers
  - stacking makeup drawers
  - nail polish organizer
  - folding sensor mirror

- hangers
  - huggable hangers
  - swing-arm pant hangers
  - blouse and shirt tree

- command hooks
  - designer hooks
  - picture hanging strips
  - utility hooks

- over the door storage
  - over the door towel rack
  - over the door mirror
  - over the door hooks

- bed organization
  - bunk bed organizer
  - bed shelf
  - bedside pocket
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